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POLICING — ROCKINGHAM–KWINANA AREA 
Statement 

HON PHIL EDMAN (South Metropolitan) [9.45 pm]: A couple of weeks ago, I went along for a ride with the 
police — 
Hon Liz Behjat: Not in the back! 
Hon PHIL EDMAN: No, I was not in the back; I was on the right side of the law! 

I have always been very interested in the number of police in the Peel district, especially in Rockingham and 
Kwinana in the electorate of Brand. In 2005 I started campaigning quite heavily as a local for the 2007 election 
because there was only one detective at the Rockingham Police Station and there really were no visible police on 
the ground at all. Graffiti was completely out of control and the rate of day burglaries was quite high. Over the 
years members have probably heard me talk about tagging and gang burglaries. That has been stamped out under 
some of the government’s programs, including the Right to Write graffiti reduction program and the Weld to 
Life program.  
The level of domestic violence in that part of my electorate was also high back then, and it is still high today. At 
that time I lobbied the Gallop government quite extensively for more police in the area. I put an advertisement in 
the newspaper and people had to fill out a slip and send it back to show that they wanted more police. I 
remember being accused by the Labor Party of playing party politics, but I was not; I just wanted more police in 
the region. But I was not successful. It was not until we got into power that that changed, and now there is a 
bigger rollout of police. There was only one detective in 2005 but now there are 26 detectives at the Rockingham 
Police Station. The rate of graffiti has come down markedly. I cannot really find it now even though I look hard 
for graffiti in the Kwinana and Rockingham areas. The rate of day burglary has decreased by 40 or 50 per cent. 
Domestic violence is an issue. There is a special domestic violence group at the police station, with five police 
officers who deal with that issue. 

It is great to see that written about on paper and to read the many letters that I receive, but I wanted to check it 
out for myself. That is not easy. I could not just go into the police station and ask to be put in a cop car and taken 
out for the night because I wanted to play bad boys. That would not happen. I had to ask permission from the 
Minister for Police and that had to be granted. On 30 August I was very lucky to go out for a drive. I wanted to 
see what really happens, but not during the day; I wanted to go out during a hard shift, which is 8.00 pm to 
3.00 am. So I went out on a Friday night. I was very lucky to be in an unmarked police car with Acting Inspector 
Dean Snashall. It was a Ford. The very first thing we saw was some fellow do a big burnout in front of the 
unmarked police car. I said, “You’d better pull him over”, and so we did. 

Several members interjected. 

Hon PHIL EDMAN: I was not allowed to get out, but Acting Inspector Snashall said, “Look, because we 
haven’t picked up my offsider, we’re not going to be able to do anything; we’ll just have to give him a warning”. 
There were very clear indications that this fellow was on some sort of drug; he was spaced out. 

The other sad thing was that there was some fellow running around, breaking into people’s homes, and he ended 
up stabbing some fellow; that was on the news. I was not witness to that, but I was certainly witness to seeing 
him being locked up, and dealing with this fellow was quite an unpleasant experience, with forensics and 
everything, down at the Mandurah Police Station. Just the look on some of these people’s faces was incredible. I 
am not an expert, but once again it looked like it was drug or alcohol–related.  
At midnight the same night, a 93-year-old lady reckoned someone was turning off the lights in her home, so we 
had to go out to the house to put the lights back on. Basically, I think something was just tripping the lights, but 
we played the role of electrician! That tells us how far police men and women go to make our communities safe. 
I timed how long it took to go out there and turn this old dear’s lights back on, and it was within only 20 
minutes. The response times were very, very good, even for some of the smaller, low priority calls. There was 
also a fight that broke out at the Swinging Pig, which is a pub in Rockingham. They actually call that place 
“Daddy Day Care”; I never quite understood that! 
The main point is that that night there were no domestic violence incidents at all; it was actually a quiet night. 
Nobody decided to belt anyone up, which was a good thing. Operation Esteem is running at the moment, through 
which there is more of a concentration in that area of policing. Where I was at the time, there were virtually more 
police officers than civilians; it was fantastic. 
Whether I was lucky or unlucky, everyone was behaving themselves that night in the Peel district, and apart 
from those few incidents, it was a very quiet night. I want to go out there again, probably in the summer months, 
when some people are even more under the influence of drugs and alcohol. Hopefully the minister will grant me 
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some time to go out there again and experience that. I think that is important for us, as members of Parliament. It 
is all right for us to be in our offices, talking on the phone, sending emails and doing all those sorts of things, but 
we have to get out there and experience it. Yes, it is scary; I was a little frightened by this fellow who was 
intoxicated in his car. They are pretty dangerous people. It was not so long ago I spent some time in the prisons, 
too; I spent a day in Casuarina Prison and I hated it. I especially wanted to look at the cabinetmaking workshop 
there, and there were criminals running around me with Stanley knives. One has to think about those sorts of 
things, but I am glad I did it because it helps me to understand all the different things that are out there, not only 
in Western Australia. It gave me a bit of hands-on experience of what jails are like, as well as what the police 
have to put up with. It is good to get that bit of hands-on with these sorts of things. 

I thank Acting Inspector Dean Snashall for taking me out, and all the police in the Peel district. They are doing a 
fantastic job and I ask all members to seriously consider going out there on a patrol—obviously they would have 
to ask the Minister for Police first. They should not go out on a Wednesday afternoon; they should go out late on 
a Friday or Saturday night to find out what our police men and women have to do and how it all works. It is quite 
an experience, and I definitely encourage all members to take part in it to be even more informed as members of 
Parliament. 
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